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KEY FIGURES

Dec. 31, 2015
in EUR thousand

Dec. 31, 2016
in EUR thousand

Change
in %

Total assets 1,206,231 1,400,070 16.07

Capital and reserves 133,408 125,631 -5.83

Tangible assets 3,148 2,994 -4.89

Cash funds 108,674 178,375 64.14

Bonds and securities 82,989 122,472 47.58

Due from banks 291,494 257,439 -11.68

Due from customers 698,034 813,855 16.59

Due to banks 268,151 298,156 11.19

Due to customers 759,089 916,374 20.72

Risk-weighted assets 978,539 1,125,298 15.00

Interest income 31,607 34,998 10.73

Commission income 10,345 11,981 15.81

Net income for the year 1,219 -7,655 -727.97

% %

Equity ratio 16.22 13.19

Return on equity before taxes 1.43 -4.72

Return on equity after taxes 0.81 -5.16
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5-YEAR COMPARISON

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
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Due from customers in EUR thousand

Total assets in EUR thousand

Capital and reserves in EUR thousand
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Due to customers in EUR thousand
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As the oldest Turkish bank in Germany 
and at the same time headquarter for the European activities of the 
world’s largest Turkish bank, Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş., İşbank AG 
acts to promote economic interaction between Europe and Turkey. 
As the big player among the Turkish banks in Germany in terms of 
branch offices and number of employees, it has for 25 years now 
been based in the banking center of Frankfurt, while all the while 
maintaining its sound and deep-seated corporate values. The key to 
why our clients prefer us as a niche bank is, among other things, our 
business  model, which relies on a close relationship between custo-
mers and account officers and builds on our multilingual approach. 
The benefits of being able to communicate in particular in Turkish 
are very well received among both our retail customers, our corpo-
rate clientele, and other banks. Our personal approach to customers 
and individual support in Turkish ensures that İşbank clients feel at 
home and can trust in the familiar. 

As part of its social responsibility to support and promote socially 
important projects through sponsoring İşbank AG has since 2014 
cooperated with the association Tovak e.V. (short for Türkei-Stiftung 
für den Dienst an der Allgemeinheit e.V. or the Turkish Foundation 
to Serve the General Public). The association’s main objective is to 
make a sustainable contribution to social development by means of 
education, science and culture and in this way support international 
and intercultural cooperation. The collaboration is based around 
the education project “Ich lerne die türkische Sprache” (I’m learning 
Turkish), which in particular gives young Turkish people who are 
third or fourth-generation members of families living in Germany 
an opportunity to learn their mother tongue correctly. This compre-
hensive social education project is supported by the Turkish  Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs and takes place via an online academy platform. 

MAINTAINING OUR ROOTS  
AND CREATING VALUE

“There is a strong relationship 
between a national feeling and 
the language. The main factor 
driving the development of  
the national feeling is that the 
language is both national and 
versatile. The Turkish is among 
the richest of language as long  
as it is consciously nurtured.”

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk,  
Founder of the Republic of Turkey  
and of Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş.
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… that modern Turkish today is the result of 
 seven epochs in history. They were, in chrono-
logical order, the Altaic, Ancient Turkic, First 
Turkic, Old Turkic, Middle Turkic, New Turkish 
and Modern Turkish periods. No written 
 records of the first three epochs have survived, 
and these are therefore collectively termed the 
“Dark Period”. The earliest example of a Turkic 
script, namely the Göktürk, Uighur and Karahanlı 
scripts merge with the Old Turkic language, 
(6th – 13th century CE). Middle Turkic (13th –  
15th century CE) marks the transition to the New 
Turkish period (15th – 20th century CE). The 
 history of the  Turkish language culminates in 
Modern Turkish, which has persisted since the 
20th century.

… that Ottoman Turkish is based on Anatolian 
Turkish (Oghuz) and was the official administra-
tive language of the Ottoman Empire. Ottoman 
was written in Arabic script and four Persian 
 letters were also used. The Ottoman language  
is subdivided into three stages: Until the 16th 
century CE, Old Ottoman was spoken, which  
was almost identical to the Turkish used by the 
Seljuks and was part of Old Anatolian Turkish. 
Middle Ottoman or Classical Ottoman was the 
language of poetry and administration from the 
16th century until the time of the Tanzimat re-
forms. New Ottoman is the version that evolved 
from the 1850s until the 20th century under the 
influence of the spread of the print media and 
Western literature.

… that the oldest testament to the Turkish lan-
guage are the Uighur runes carved in stone and 
dating from the 7th century CE – found on the 
River Orkhon, which flows through Mongolia. 
The most important inscriptions in the Orkhon 
script date from the days of the Second Khaga-
nate and the time of the Uighur Khaganate, ex-
amples being the commemorative stele to two 
Göktürk princes, Kul Tigin and his brother, the 
ruler Bilge Kağan. The Orkhon script tends to  
be written horizontally from right to left. When 
written vertical it runs from bottom to top and 
from right to left. Given the similarity with North 
European runes, the Orkhon alphabet is also 
 called Orkhon runes or Turkish runes.

THE TURKISH  
LANGUAGE

DID YOU KNOW …?

… that the language of the Republic of Turkey, 
founded in 1923, was fundamentally renewed  
in 1928 by the nation’s founder Mustafa Kemal 
Atatürk with his language reform. As part of 
the reform, the Latin alphabet was introduced, 
whereby the script was expanded by several letters 
in order to reflect all the sounds. The Kemalist 
language reform saw thorough changes not just  
to the written language but also to Turkish vocabu-
lary. A commission was set up specially to replace 
words borrowed from Persian or Arabic with 
 Turkish neologisms. Since not all the words could 
be replaced, many words were borrowed from 
Arabic and French. The work of the Turkish Lin-
guistic Society, established in 1932, also included 
elements of grammar.

0302 Annual Report 2016  Annual Report 2016
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... that Turkish belongs to the family of  Turkic languages, specifically to the Oghuz branch of the Turkic languages. As the most spoken 
of the Turkic languages, since 1923 it has been the official language in Turkey and in the Turkish Republic of North Cyprus as well as a local 
official language in Macedonia, Romania and Kosovo. The outstanding feature of the Turkic language is their agglutinative structure. The 
central principle of this type of language is that suffixes are added to the end of a word and thus change and/or expand its meaning. German, 
by contrast, relies on the principle of flection, whereby in an inflecting language the word itself is changed in order to denote a change or 
expansion to its meaning.

… that Turkish has no articles and there are no grammatical genders and that it is a SOV language – meaning the syntax follows  
the rule subject-object-verb. In Turkish, there are six cases: the nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, locative and ablative. Moreover, in 
Turkish person, time and case are expressed by suffixes to the word, meaning that words get ever longer depending on what you want to say. 
Since the language insists on aesthetics, there is the law of vowel harmony, whereby the lengthening suffixes must match that which goes 
before them in the word in terms of their sound. If a suffix is added to a word it must adjust to the vowel of the last syllable in the basic word, 
whereby Turkish distinguishes between bright and dark vowels. Another unique aspect compared to most European languages is that there 
are no prepositions, but only postpositions (e.g., English: for Özlem; Turkish: Özlem için).

... that the current Turkish alphabet has 29 letters, 
with a sound being attributed to each, and there 
being a total of eight vowels and 21 consonants. 
Moreover, there are special letters: ç, ğ, ı, and ş.

… that the official dictionary of Turkish, the 
“Büyük Türkçe Sözlük” (Large Turkish Diction-
ary) at present lists 616,767 words, expressions, 
concepts and nouns. In total, there are 14,816 
borrowed words in Turkish, some 6,500 from the 
Arabic and almost 5,000 words from French, Very 
few German words have crept into Turkish, to be 
exact 85, such as “şalter” (Schalter), “şinitsel” 
(Schnitzel), “aysberg” (Eisberg), “otoban” (Auto-
bahn), “fön” (Fön) and “haymatlos” (heimatlos). 
The best-known German words of Turkish origin 
are “çaprak” (Schabracke), “havyar” (Kaviar), “ordu” 
(Horde) and “yogurt” (Joghurt).

abcçdef 
gğhıijkl 

mnoöprs 
ştuüvyz
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THE AGGLUTINATIVE PRINCIPLE  
IN TURKISH

EXAMPLE 1:  
banka the bank 
bankalar the banks 
bankalarda in the banks

EXAMPLE 2:  
ev the house 
evler the houses 
evlerim my houses
evlerimde in my houses

VOWEL HARMONY IN TURKISH

 FRONT VOWEL HARMONY BACK VOWEL HARMONY 
RULES dotted vowels → e e and i → i 
 undotted vowels → a ö and ü → ü
  a and ı → ı
  o and u → u

SUFFIXES INVOLVED Forming plurals Person endings 
 Dative case Possessive endings
 Locative case Genitive case
 Ablative case Accusative case
  Question marker

EXAMPLES gece → geceler (night – nights) bir → birinci (one – first) 
 masa → masalar (table – tables) üç → üçüncü (three – third)
  altı → altıncı (six – sixth)
  dokuz → dokuzuncu (nine – ninth)
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MORE THAN 80 YEARS 
OF HISTORY IN GERMANY…

»Beschleunigte Kunst« (Accelerated art) by H.C. Ohl at the Bank’s new head office, Zeil 123, Frankfurt/Main



TÜRKİYE İŞ BANKASI A.Ş. – TURKEY’S 
 LEADING BANK FOR 90 YEARS!
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Since 1924, Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş, the greatest supporter and witness of Turkey’s independent develop-
ment, has ascertained in the 1930’s the importance of opening up to the world in terms of economic 
development and in this respect opened its first branch in 1932 in Hamburg, Germany. Having reached 
the milestone through all the positive and negative changes throughout its journey starting in Hamburg 
in 1932, İşbank AG continues to serve its customers with an approach that constantly renews itself by 
adapting to the changing conditions in the best possible way. Beyond being a financial service provider 
for its customers, İşbank AG has embraced the vision of becoming an effective solution partner to  share 
its long-term experience and know-how. Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş, the largest private bank in Turkey with 
an asset size of TL 312 billion, ensures great responsibility to carry the legacy of the Republic of Turkey 
and the founder of our Bank, Gazi Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, to the future on international platforms. 
Türkiye İş Bankası is the main ambassador of this vision as one of the symbols of the Republic of Turkey.

İşbank AG adopts the leading role of Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş’s pioneering mission in the Turkish  banking 
sector. İşbank AG carries the flag in Europe, succesfully adapts to the changing needs of the  international 
markets by putting efficiency in its core. Having completed the restructuring of its entire operational infra-
structure with cutting edge technology in 2016, İşbank AG continues to undertake the transformation 
of its business organization with the aim of achieving the highest quality service standards by providing 
maximum customer satisfaction.

REPORT OF THE  
SUPERVISORY BOARD

Our banking activities, which started in Hamburg in 1932, started in parallel with the rapidly  developing 
trade relations with Germany, especially the export of agricultural products, have been interrupted by 
the Second World War. Through opening of the Frankfurt Representative Office in 1976, the emphasis 
was on banking services for the Turkish population working as guest workers in Germany. The business 
organization of our Bank was also shaped within the framework of the needs in this direction.

Considering the weight of social and economic life and the level of integration in the countries where 
our Turkish citizens are living, generally in European countries, it appears that nowadays a banking 
business model which focuses only on the needs of Turkish society in Europe is not valid. Turkish 
 entrepreneurs as well as European entrepreneurs demand the same banking products on the basis of 
their economic needs.

With this understanding, İşbank AG follows a strategy which will prioritize the economic relations 
between Turkey and Europe, supports the trade relationship and develop its business model  accordingly. 
Thus, funding of foreign trade between Turkey and the EU and mutual investment between the two 
economic regions has been our top priorities.
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Germany, which is the largest country of the EU, has been the biggest foreign trade partner of Turkey 
for many years with a volume of staggering 34 billion dollars as of 2016. Germany is also among the 
leading countries in foreign direct investment and as of 2016, the first five countries in this group are 
listed as Netherlands, Austria, England, Luxembourg and Germany. All these data point to the high 
potential of the İşbank AG‘s new target market.

Supporting and enabling trade transactions between Turkey and Europe, especially Germany, has 
 already become the most important specialization and service area of our Bank. This situation, which  
is reflected in the results for 2016 fiscal year, shows that İşbank AG is proceeding with a rapid increase 
in asset size in line with its objectives. Continuing to expand correspondent banking network via its 
financial institutions department, our Bank maintains its penetration in developed countries as well as 
developing countries.

The fiscal year 2016 will be remembered as a year of unexpected developments and turbulent events all 
over the world and undoubtedly in Turkey. At a global level, the Brexit referendum and the US presi-
dential election are the most publicly discussed events. In Turkey, the outrageous coup attempt, which 
took place in July, adversely affected economic activity especially in the third quarter of the year.

The economic conjuncture as well as the weight of global and regional geopolitical developments were 
deeply felt in 2016. It is predicted that such factors will continue to influence the global economy in the 
upcoming year. Whether in the Middle East or in Europe, terrorist events, ongoing military conflicts, 
refugee problems and other issues awaiting solution in this context show that the relationship between 
Europe and Turkey exceeds beyond economic relations. In parallel to this, we believe that the EU and 
Turkey will continue to consolidate the will to find common solutions to common problems. In the 
European geography where we believe that our mutual future lies, we are working very hard with deter-
mination to safely carry our Bank to the future in the light of the inheritance of our parent institution. 
On behalf of the Board of Directors of İşbank AG, I would like to express my gratitude to everyone who 
contributed to this long journey.

Our accounts, annual financial statements for the financial year of 1 January to 31 December 2016 and 
the management report have been audited by KPMG AG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Frankfurt 
am Main, and issued with an unqualified auditor’s report. The Supervisory Board approved the results 
of the audit and adopted financial statements as of 31 December 2016 and the management report.

Frankfurt/Main, May 29, 2017

Adnan Bali
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
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AT A GLANCE

TÜRKİYE İŞ BANKASI A.Ş.
İşbank AG is a wholly owned subsidiary of Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş., 
Turkey’s largest bank, which has played a key role in promoting 
Turkey’s economic development throughout its history. The Bank’s 
philosophy of being “closest to its customers” has consistently 
yielded long-term and profitable growth for Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. 
With its results for the 2016 financial year, it has maintained its role 
as a pioneer in the Turkish financial sector and is Turkey’s largest 
bank in terms of its overall volume of assets.

With an extensive network of correspondent banks spanning more 
than 1,500 banks and other financial institutions in 127 countries, 
Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. is an important player and a highly  respected 
bank in the international trade financing sector. In 2016 it was once 
again the only Turkish bank to feature in the list of the “Top 1000 
World Banks” published by The Banker magazine.

KEY FIGURES

Loans (TL mn.) Deposits (TL mn.) Shareholders’ Equity (TL mn.)Total Assets (TL mn.) 

2012 2012 2012 20122013 2013 2013 20132014 2014 2014 20142015 2015 2015 20152016 2016 2016 2016

Main Balance Sheet Items
  
  Market Share (%) (1)     Rank (2)

Total Assets 12.0  1.

Total Loans 12.1  1.

TL Loans 11.4  1.

FX Loans 13.4  1.

Consumer Loans(3) 12.3 2.

Non-Retail Loans 12.0  1.

Total Deposits 12.2  1.

TL Deposits 10.8  1.

FX Deposits 14.0  1.

Demand Deposits 14.8  1.

Other Products & Distribution Network Market Share (%) (1)       Rank (2)

Volume of Debit Cards(4) 10.7  2.

Number of POS(4) 13.1  3.

Acquiring Volume(4) 15.9  3.

Number of Credit Cards(4) 11.9  3.

Issuing Volume(4) 13.7  3.

Number of Branches 12.7 1.

Number of ATMs 13.5  1.

1)  Market share calculations are based on weekly BRSA data excluding participation 
banks. Total assets market share is based on monthly BRSA data. 

2) Ranking among private-sector banks 
3) Including retail overdraft accounts 
4) Market share calculations are based on Interbank Card Center (BKM) data. 

The Bank is represented in Europe by its subsidiary İşbank AG and 
by JSC İşbank in Russia. The Bank’s international network includes 
the United Kingdom, the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, 
Bahrain, Iraq, Kosovo, as well as represen tative offices in the People’s 
Republic of China and in Egypt. The Bank employs a total of  
24,756 staff worldwide. 

With 1,351 domestic and 23 foreign branches and 6,527 ATMs at 
the end of 2016, as well as online and mobile banking facilities, it 
serves 16 million clients in the private, corporate and institutional 
segments. İşbank’s values are underpinned by the quality of its 
 services, and its results are reflected in the satisfaction of its clients, 
its employees and its shareholders.

The headquarters of Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. in Istanbul

155,315

106,716

134,843

177,037

203,144

133,551

105,383

120,975

153,802

177,360

29,311

22,719

23,579

32,035

35,961

237,772

175,444

210,500

275,718

311,626
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MANAGEMENTİŞBANK AG: YOUR TOP CHOICE 
IN TRADE FINANCE!

H. Cahit Çınar (Middle Right) 

CEO

Robert McCormack (Middle Left) 

Member of the Management Board

M. Behçet Vargönen (Far Right) 

Member of the Management Board

Tolga Esgin (Far Left) 

Deputy General Manager
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DEAR CLIENTS AND BUSINESS PARTNERS,

The foreign activities of Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş., our main shareholder 
and parent company, date back as far as 1932. Our history in Europe 
started with the foundation of a foreign branch in Germany, which 
in particular with the recruitment of Turkish workers for positions in 
Germany started to play an important role in the economic relations 
between the two countries. In the further course of our European 
corporate history, after establishing additional branch and represen-
tative offices in several German cities in 1992 İşbank GmbH was 
then founded. The clear intention was to place all the branch and 
representative offices in Europe under a single shared roof and thus 
manage them as part of a structured corporate organization. 

As a former staff member of İşbank GmbH, domiciled in Frankfurt/
Main, after many years it was all the more exciting a prospect to 
take on the duties of the new CEO of İşbank AG in May 2016 and 
set about tackling the various challenges. I am convinced that my 
in-depth experience and market knowledge, in particular of the 
Turkish market as well as the additional insights I have gained into 
the international banking sector will be very fruitful in helping us 
realize our growth targets. 

Owing to the role it played in the triggering of the global financial 
crisis of 2008, the banking sector world-wide is subject now to a 
more stringent supervisory and regulatory regime. The emphasis is 
on implementation of a large number of additional regulations in 
particular as regards a qualitative and quantitative improvement in 
banks’ equity ratios. By contrast, the Turkish banking sector is the 
only banking industry in Europe not to receive government support 
following the global financial crisis. Thanks to the legal reforms and 

structural upheaval following the last Turkish financial crisis in 
2001 investor confidence was so strong that the banking sector has 
become the preferred field for foreign investments and over the last 
14 years has attracted more than USD 48 billion in inflows. Based 
on the growing capitalization and strong equity capital ratios, which 
protect the sector against external influences and volatile market 
conditions, the Turkish banking industry holds a leading position 
world-wide. The Turkish banking industry posted average annual 
growth of 18 % between 2008 and 2015. This favorable trend  persisted 
in 2016, too, and the Turkish banking sector thus closed business 
2016 with a return on equity of 14.28 % and an equity/assets ratio of 
15.57 %.

In the context of the structural advances to the Bank in terms of its 
risk management, customer focus and technological organization, 
and this has been an ongoing process since 2012, in 2016 we  reached 
the final and top stage. In business 2016 we successfully completed 
the complex project of switching the core banking system over after 
implementation of the final test phases and comprehensive staff 
training sessions; the new system went operational in mid-May. The 
introduction of the new core banking system is the largest project in 
the history of İşbank AG in terms of human resources and  economic 
scale, and therefore last financial year gave rise not only to  scheduled 
costs but also to extraordinary direct expenses that are reflected in 
the overall loss posted for the year. Given these required  investments 
in infrastructure we did not achieve our profits target set for the 
2016 business year. 

Despite the high outlays and essential investments in infrastructure, 
on the basis of our medium-term business strategy coupled with 
 effective assets / liabilities management, we succeeded in expanding 

the balance-sheet volume by 16.1 % and thus for the first time topping 
the threshold of EUR 1.4 billion. At the same time, on the earnings 
side we booked a 22.2 % increase in net interest income on the back 
of a rise in customer receivables. Analogously to this, we scored 15.5 % 
growth on the year in net commission income. We seek to press 
ahead with these positive earnings-side trends, an emphasis on asset 
quality, and simultaneous maximum exploitation of potential for 
savings potentials in line with our long-term business strategy.

In the context of our strategic plan to further diversify the liabilities 
side of our Bank, the renewal of our syndicated loan was an impor-
tant development in the past business year. In times of persistent 
geopolitical risks and in part fierce volatility in the global markets, 
in March 2016 we were able to renew the second syndicated loan, 
involving 15 financial institutions from ten different countries and a 
volume totaling EUR 100 million with a term of one year. Compared 
to the prior year, the demand for the new syndicated loan was 1.5 
times larger, and the confidence both the new banks and those in-
volved the prior year showed in İşbank AG thus borne out. This 
loan, which was placed with the involvement of various banks from 
all continents, will specifically be used to finance foreign trade 
transactions between Europe and Turkey. 

İşbank AG as the older Turkish bank in Europe and a history that 
goes back over 80 years now, identified the market niche for its  client 
target group, Turkish citizens living in Europe, at exactly the right 
time and as part of an ethnobanking strategy has successfully  locked 
into both retail and commercial banking clients in this segment. 
Dwindling margins and intense competition are forcing banks to 
make great efforts to lower their overheads. In light of these chal-
lenging market conditions and changed customer preferences when 
it comes to using banking channels, we at İşbank AG will in future 
maintain our traditional fields of business while at the same time 
optimizing our business model by branch models and new sales 
concepts tailored to market conditions, in particular by relying on 
modern technologies. In 2017 we will primarily be focusing on our 
retail and commercial banking activities by launching new online 
banking products and relying on our expanded branch network.

Our additional objective is to strengthen our market penetration in 
the field of foreign trade financing and correspondent bank relation-
ships. In recent years, İşbank AG has achieved much in these areas 
and has made the necessary investments. Our goal for business 
2017 and subsequent years is to expand the foreign trade financing 
customer base steadily and to grow further in the field of corporate 
banking. Clients targeted are in particular companies of Turkish 
origin domiciled in Europe and with trade and investment activities 
in Europe as well as European companies with trade and invest-
ment activities in Turkey. İşbank AG is positioned as the bank that 

supports business interaction between Turkey and Europe, and will 
going forward primarily focus on this special niche role.

In financial 2017 İşbank AG will maintain its sound institutional 
values, with their strong roots, and with its consistent full and firm 
compliance to international risk management principles and strong 
emphasis on high-quality products and services continue along the 
path of supporting and strengthening the economic relations be-
tween Turkey and the European Union. We have the advantage of  
at any time being able to rely on the know-how and resources of our 
strong parent company. 

On behalf of the Management Board I would like to express my thanks 
to all the staff for their unflagging commitment and their achieve-
ments in this difficult and challenging business year 2016. I would 
also like to thank our parent company  Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş., our 
supervisory board as well as our cus tomers and business partners for 
their support and the trust they have shown in us.

With my best wishes

H. Cahit Çınar
CEO 

REPORT OF THE CEO

İşbank AG is positioned as the bank that 
supports business interaction between  
Turkey and Europe, and will going forward 
primarily focus on this special niche role.
H. Cahit Çınar, CEO of İşbank AG
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A) BACKGROUND ON İŞBANK AG

Basic information
As a wholly-owned subsidiary of the largest private bank in Turkey, 
the Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş., İşbank AG has since its foundation in 
1992 been positioned as promoting economic interaction between 
West Europe and Turkey. It functions as an all-round bank for per-
sons and companies with Turkish roots in Europe and as a special 
bank for European companies with business activities in Turkey.  
It offers clients in Turkey and in Europe a broad range of products 
in the fields of retail and corporate banking as well as foreign trade 
 financing. As a niche bank İşbank AG also offers its clients the 
 opportunity to draw on assets in Turkey in the form of credit held 
by the parent company when putting up loan collateral. 

The Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. parent company, which has since its 
foundation played a strong role in advancing the Turkish economy, 
was the country’s first bank to establish a branch office outside 
 Turkey. The bank’s first foreign subsidiaries were opened in 1932 in 
Hamburg and Alexandria. Its vision is, based on a strategy of sus-
tainably profitable growth, to maintain its leading and trusted role 
and be the bank clients, shareholders and staff members most  prefer. 

Countries and segments
The İşbank AG has 13 branch offices in its main sales market of 
Germany, primarily in cities with a high proportion of Turkish 
 inhabitants. Through these branch offices, the bank is active in its 
core business areas of retail and corporate banking. In Europe it 
also maintains one branch office each in Bulgaria, France, the 
 Netherlands and Switzerland. The branch offices in Amsterdam and 
Sophia focus on institutional business, while Paris and Zurich 
 primarily conduct retail and commercial banking.

One major area of İşbank AG business is participation in trade 
 financing. The product range in this segment ranges from classic 
trade financing through to customized structured financing con-
cepts. The financing volume in this field has been strongly boosted 
in recent years. Non-recourse financing and secondary market 
transactions and the purchase of short- or medium-term export 
 receivables all relate to foreign trade financing business and are 
among İşbank AG’s core competences. 

Organizational structure
Business 2016 saw two main changes to the membership of the 
 Management Board. Since 15 May 2016 H. Cahit Çınar is Chair-
man of the Management Board. M. Behçet Vargönen, who previ-
ously was Deputy General Manager, has been a member of the 
Board since 1 January 2016. Robert McCormack remains a member 
of the Board. The Market reporting segment remains the respon-
sibility of the Chairman of the Board, while the back office is the 
 responsibility of the other two members of the Board.

MANAGEMENT
REPORT

Control system
Overall bank management at İşbank AG centres on striking a 
 balanced relationship between the key performance indicators for 
annual net income, equity capital levels, and liquidity and risk. The 
bank controls focus on the Income Statement and the balance sheet, 
the cash flow statement and the risk-bearing capacity statement for 
risk management (see below for the Risk Report). Another back-
bone of İşbank AG’s control system: the reports by the bank’s 13 
management committees that regularly update the Management 
Board on key trends at the bank.

Goals and strategies
As part of the realization of the long-term strategy of enduring 
 profitable growth, İşbank AG will as part of the bank’s restructuring 
focus in the short and medium term on the following:

•  Market strategy: a fundamental evaluation of the existing branch 
office activities with a corresponding repositioning and market 
penetration in the field of trade finance activities and correspon-
dent bank relationships

•  Branch office strategy: Classification of the existing branch offices 
as large or small branch units with a clear definition of responsi-
bilities for the various client segments

•  Product strategy: Digitization of products and services with a view 
to structuring the product range to reflect demand and devising 
product baskets to develop new client groups. 

B)  BUSINESS REPORT

Overall macroeconomic and sector-specific conditions
The global economy was characterized in 2016 by political uncer-
tainty, stagnating world trade, and lower investments. Growth was 
hindered by weak overall demand in particular for capital goods.  
A key influence here were the political and economic uncertainty 
triggered by the conflicts in Syria, the failed attempted coup in 
 Turkey and central political decisions for the future in 2016, such as 
the British vote in favour of Brexit and the election of controversial 
Republican Donald Trump as US President. A glance at the largest 
economies bears out this uncertainty. The US economy reported 
growth of 1.6 percent for 2016 as a whole, the lowest growth rate in 
five years; the main reason for the weak economic growth was low 
exports toward year end caused by the strong greenback. Economic 
growth in the world’s second largest economy, China, contracted in 
2016 to the lowest level in 26 years: For the year as a whole, growth 
was 6.7 percent. As a result of these events, the global economy 
grew 2.3 percent in 2016.

In 2016, the Eurozone achieved growth of 1.7 percent and thus 
 remains on a modest growth trajectory. In fact, having seen its eco-
nomy braked for some time by the Euro and financial crisis, Euro-
land has now actually surpassed the USA in terms of growth rates. 
While Germany performed especially well, the gross domestic 
 product of Greece and Italy did not develop positively. Italy, as  
the Eurozone’s third largest economy after Germany and France, 
closed 2016 with economic growth of 0.9 percent.

Economic growth in Germany remained steady at a sound 1.9 per-
cent and thus exceeded the relatively strong prior years. The favour-
able development was driven by private consumer spending and 
government expenditure, which after adjusting for prices grew on 
the year by 2.0 percent and 4.2 percent respectively. Another pillar 
of robust growth: investments, first and foremost construction 
 investments, where the price-adjusted rise ran at 3.1 percent. Price-
adjusted exports of goods and services also grew no less than  
2.5 percent on the year, with imports outpacing exports. For the 
third consecutive year, in 2016 the German government thus more 
than balanced its budget. 
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After over 10 years of a strong economic upturn in Turkey, with on 
average 4.7 percent growth, for political reasons in 2016 the trend 
dampened. The failed coup attempt, the conflicts in neighbouring 
countries such as Syria and Iraq, as well as the greater risk of terror-
ism caused the Turkish economy to slump. In particular the tourism 
sector, alongside the construction industry of the key pillars of the 
Turkish economy, sagged by a third in 2016. The Turkish Lira lost 
ground, closing the year against the dollar as low as last seen in 
1981. Despite these trends, the Turkish economy grew 2.9 percent 
in 2016.

In 2016, the German banking industry again faced numerous chal-
lenges such as strict global and national regulations, low interest 
rates, mergers among the cooperative banks and savings banks, and 
staff lay-offs by the two largest German banks. The German  banking 
industry, which is one of the largest in the world, reported a balance 
sheet total at year-end 2016 of about EUR 7.8 trillion. The major 
banks account for the single largest share of the market, namely of 
23.2 percent, followed by the savings banks with 15.0 percent and 
the branches of foreign banks with 5.0 percent share of the market 
and industry’s balance-sheet total.

The Turkish banking industry was made up in 2016 of 52 banks, of 
which 34 are all-round banks, 13 development and investment 
banks, and five associated banks. While of the 34 commercial banks, 
three are state-owned and 9 private, the remaining 21 banks have 
foreign equity. All banks taken together in 2016 had 10,781 branch 
offices throughout Turkey, 412 branches less than in the prior year. 
If one considers the deposit and credit business, then there was by 
contrast growth on the year. Deposit business rose 16.4 percent to a 
total of TL 1,538 billion (EUR 414.0 billion), loans business  climbed 
15.7 percent to a total of TL 1,750 billion (EUR 471.0 billion). The 
growth in loans was driven primarily by a rise in consumer loans.

İşbank AG as the oldest Turkish bank and a subsidiary of the largest 
Turkish private bank enjoys strong customer confidence. Moreover, 
as a bank with an all-round reach, it has a leading role among the 
Turkish banks in terms of brand image, branch office network and 
product and services offerings. Its membership of the İşbank group 
means it can lock into a myriad of synergies and pass these advan-
tages on to its customers.

Business
Financial 2016 was a challenging year for İşbank AG and came 
 under the sign of the introduction of the new core banking system, 
which on 17 May 2016 went operational after the final test phases 
and intense staff training. The extraordinary direct expenditure 
 associated with the new core banking software was the main reason 
for the decrease in profits and the bank’s business year closing for the 
first time with a loss. In addition, in fiscal year 2015, there was still 
a positive effect from the sale of the former headquarters building.

In the year under review, the focus remained on implementing 
 regulatory measures with a view to reducing risk and becoming 
more lean and efficient. As part of the project of redesigning the 
organizational manual to reflect processes, work started to ensure 
all process in the organization of workflow and set-up are reflected 
in the system.

After the first underwriting of a syndicated loan in March 2015,  
in business 2016 we again underwrote a syndicated loan involving 
15 financial institutions from 10 countries for a total of EUR 100 
million and a term of one year. In this way, the syndicated loan of 
the prior year was renewed, locking into cost benefits and higher 
demand, new institutes involved in addition to the existing corre-
spondence bank relationships, bolstering international market con-
fidence in the İşbank group and once again bearing out İşbank AG’s 
sustainable business strategy.

Earnings, assets and financial position
Assets and financial position
As part of the greater trade finance sales activities and the high 
transaction volume, the balance sheet total grew by 16.1 % and for 
the first time topped EUR 1.4 billion. Business 2016 thus closed 
with a balance sheet total of EUR 1.4 billion and a business volume 
of EUR 1.5 billion.

While bank receivables were reduced by careful management 
 planning and controls by 11.7 % on the year to EUR 257.4 million, 
client receivables rose owing to special sales activities by 16.6 % to 
EUR 813.9 million. Debentures and other fixed-income  instruments 
ran at EUR 122.5 million at year end, up from EUR 83.0 million  
12 months before and the result of an expanded securities portfolio. 
Capitalization of assets relating to the migration to the new core 
banking system led to the item for intangible assets climbing to a 
total of EUR 17.2 million. 

On the liabilities side, items due to banks increased 11.2 % to  
EUR 298.2 million and items due to customer surged 20.7 % to  reach 
EUR 916.4 million. Other liabilities rose from EUR 3.0 million the 
prior year to EUR 14.8 million as a result of the valuation of forex 
swaps as at 31 Dec. 2016. Tax provisions for pending tax payments 
from a tax audit covering the years 2010 – 12, bonus provision and 
provisions for open invoices led to the provisions item on the  balance 
sheet climbing to EUR 4.4 million from EUR 1.2 million one year 
before. Higher upfront fees paid as part of acquiring syndicated 
 loans led to deferred items rising to a total of EUR 0.7 million at 
year-end. All in all, the business year closed with equity capital of 
EUR 125.6 million, a figure that remains a sound and sufficient 
 capital base for the bank’s development going forward.

Assets, Jan. 1, 2016 – Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR thousand

Due from 
customers

813,855

Due from banks

257,439

Other assets

4,592
Cash funds

178,375

Tangible assets

2,994

Securities

122,472

Liabilities, Jan. 1, 2016 – Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR thousand

Capital and 
reserves

125,631

Accruals

4,393

Other Liabilities

14,776
Due to  
customers

916,374

Due to banks

298,156
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Earnings position
As part of the rise in customer receivables, in business 2016 net 
 interest income soared 22.2 % to reach EUR 25.6 million. Interest 
income rose 10.7 % to EUR 34.9 million while interest expense fell 
11.7 % to EUR 9.4 million. Net commission income also increased, 
by 15.5 % to EUR 11.5 million thanks to stronger marketing activ-
ities. Commission income grew 6.3 % to a reported total figure of 
EUR 12.0 million while commission expense only edged up to EUR 
0.5 million.

Revenues can be structured by operating centre as follows:

Compared to the prior year, general administrative expenses rose 
23.5 % to EUR 39.3 million at year-end. The reason for the increase: 
higher HR costs due to given bonus and overtime payments as well as 
the costs for technological investments and contribution payments. 
In 2016, a net risk provision of EUR 3.3 million was established. 

Given higher administrative expenses and the one-time impact of 
the IT project concluded in 2016 İşbank AG’s normal business 
 activities closed with a loss of EUR 7.0 million in 2016, with the 
 after-tax loss for business 2016 coming to EUR -7.7 million.

On balance, the profit forecast for 2016 issued in 2015 was not 
 realized.

Liquidity position
In financial 2016, İşbank AG’s solvency was always secure thanks to 
the budgeted and balanced liquidity provisions, and the key  liquidity 
ratios set under bank supervisory laws were always maintained.

In the past business year, İşbank AG was once again able to draw on 
various forms of refinancing to realize new business.

Summary statement
Factoring in the regulatory requirements and volatile market condi-
tions, İşbank AG achieved its goals as regards expanding business 
volume. Compared to the prior year, mainly given expenses con-
nected with the new core banking system, no profit was reported. 
From the İşbank AG viewpoint, the overall business performance 
was below average.

C) RISK REPORT
In line with section 25a para. 1 German Banking Act (KWG), banks 
must possess a due and proper business organization that must cover 
in particular defining a business strategy geared to a sustainable 
performance and appropriate and effective risk management such 
as can ensure on an ongoing basis that risks can be shouldered. 
 Specifically, processes to identify and secure risk-bearing capacity 
are required as part of risk management. A bank possesses the 
 requisite risk-bearing capacity if the potential risk coverage can 
 absorb all the main risks it faces, factoring in risk concentrations. 

The internal İŞBANK AG control system
The İşbank AG Management Board is responsible for putting  
in place a suitable Internal Control System (ICS). In line with the 
regulatory requirements, an Internal Control System has been estab-
lished that includes rules on structure and business organization  
as well as risk management and controlling methods. The ICS 
 guarantees monitoring depending on the respective processes  
and is geared to the type, scope, complexity and risk content of 
İşbank AG business activities.

ICS and the Internal Audit section together with the Compliance 
and Risk Management sections constitute İşbank AG’s internal 
 control system.

Overall risk profile 
In keeping with section 2.2 item 1 of the German Minimum 
 Requirements for Risk Management (MaRisk) a bank shall regu-
larly oversee its overall risk profile and also do so whenever an 
 occasion arises. The risk management system and the processes to 
identify, quantify, assess, manage, supervise and communicate the 
individual types of risk are set out in the İşbank AG Risk Manual 
and in the supplementary working instructions. The latter docu-
ments an Assessment of Materiality for all types of risks and, where 
relevant, for the different forms they can take. The following are 
identified as key types of risk: counterparty default risk, market 
 price risk, liquidity risk, business risk, reputational risk and oper-
ational risks. All the risks the bank defines as essential and which 
need meaningfully to be covered by risk capital are factored into the 
Assessment of Risk Materiality.   

The risk roadmap with the key risks is defined in three steps:

•  “General Risk Universe (MaRisk)” which outlines the  fundamental 
risks innate in conducting bank business and offering financial 
services.

•  On the basis of this general risk universe, as part of the risk assess-
ment the İşbank roadmap is identified with the risk types relevant 
in terms of its business activities and strategy. 

•  On the basis of the relevant risks, the key risk to which İşbank is 
exposed are then defined. The materiality threshold is set at 3 % of 
RDM. 

Expenses, Jan. 1, 2016 – Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR thousand Loans in EUR thousand

Interest income   Commission income
  Net income for   
  the year

Germany 32,016 10,101 -6,527

The Netherlands 1,978 483 548

France 689 595 -806

Switzerland 189 748 -606

Bulgaria 126 54 -264

Total 34,998 11,981 -7,655

Income, Jan. 1, 2016 – Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR thousand

Other income

751

Commission 
income

11,981 Interest income

34,998
Write-downs  
and valuation 
allowances 

8,176

Commision 
expenses

482

Administrative 
expenses

16,612

Personnel  
expenses

22,651

Interest  
expenses

9,433

Other  
expenses 

2,487

To Banks
To Customers
Loans

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

291,494

698,034

989,528

335,753

624,702

960,455

346,870

523,949

870,819

331,560

528,096

859,657

257,439

813,855

1,071,295
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Organization of risk management
The İşbank AG Management Board is responsible for making cer-
tain the bank has an appropriate risk management system and that 
it meets the regulatory requirements. It is supported at the level  
of operating activities by the Risk Management section, the Risk 
Committee, the Assets/Liabilities Committee and the Internal 
 Audit section.

The Risk Management section handles central management, super-
vision and control of the bank’s fields of risk both inside and outside 
the country.

One of the core tasks of the Risk Management section is to keep the 
Management Board informed. In particular, ongoing information 
on all the bank’s key risk items enables the Management Board to 
comprehensively discharge its overall responsibilities for all fields  
of risk and take the necessary measures to control and minimize 
such risk in due time.

Risk reporting takes place regularly in relation to specific risks and 
for all risks at the level of the bank as a whole. Moreover, ad hoc 
reporting covers specific events as may occur. 

The Loans section is responsible for monitoring loans business with 
a view to adherence to the statutory regulations and the division of 
internal competences. The section reports to the member of the 
Management Board responsible for Non-Market Operations. The 
Loans section monitors the bank’s trading activities on the basis of 
IT-driven instruments and guarantees compliance with the pre-
defined trading limits. 

Business and risk strategy
İşbank AG’s core business segments are retail and corporate 
 banking. İşbank AG is active in both segments in both loans and 
deposits business and as part of its corporate banking also makes 
available non-recourse financing and foreign-trade loans services.

Effective risk strategies are imperative to ensure sustainable, smooth 
and profitable growth. The İşbank AG Risk Management section 
runs a constant optimization loop and regularly reviews the  methods 
and management instruments used as regards their efficiency and 
appropriateness in light of recent business trends. 

Types of risk 
In keeping with İşbank AG’s business activities, the bank faces  
the following different risks that are systematically identified and 
evaluated by the Management Board along with the specialist 
 departments. Below the main risks are outlined such as have been 
identified and evaluated as part of the risk assessment process after 
implementing risk minimization measures (net outline): 

• Counterparty default risk,
• Market price risks,
• Liquidity risks,
• Operational risks,
• Business and reputational risk

For each main type of risk, the bank also studies whether it has an 
influence on the assets position (including capital coverage), the 
earnings position and/or the liquidity position.

Counterparty default risk
Counterparty default risk is the danger of a loss being booked owing 
to a counterparty defaulting or its creditworthiness dropping. In 
 addition to counterparty loan risk there is also country risk in the 
case of cross-border capital services. 

At İşbank AG, counterparty default risk includes the following types 
of risk:

• Default risk
• Issuer risk
• Credit rating risk/migration risk
• Collateral and residual value risk
• Country risk

İşbank AG takes the median default probability per rating class to 
determine counterparty default risk. By using the median default 
probability, the impact of migration risk is also indirectly taken  
into account. 

İşbank AG considers counterparty default risk at the level of both 
the individual borrower and the overall portfolio. The goal is to 
identify, limit or avoid excessively high individual risks and the 
 aggregation of concentration and portfolio risks.    

Managing and monitoring counterparty default risk
Managing counterparty default risks is undertaken at the levels  
of individual loans and the portfolio. Here, İşbank AG relies on a 
limit system for individual loan risks, country risk and sector risk. 
Another limit is set for the portfolio as a whole and as part of cal-
culating risk-bearing capacity. İşbank AG uses risk classification 
systems to rate risks at the level of individual loans. 

Counterparty default risks are constantly monitored through limit 
monitoring, risk trends and assessments of limit utilization and the 
formation of individual and lump-sum value impairments. İşbank 
AG assesses sector and country limits in line with business trends 
and adjusts the limits system if required. 

Expected and unexpected losses are factored in when calculating 
the risk-bearing capacity. To this end, a value at risk approach is 
taken, computed using an asset-value model, generally known as 
“CreditMetrics” (for the going-concern method assuming a confi-
dence level of 97 %).

Counterparty default risk is included in risk limitation on the basis 
of the risk cover funds.

Instruments and sources used for identifying risks
Essentially, the following instruments are used to identify risk:

1. Monitoring payment behavior
2. Risk classification
3. External information sources

Each day, the credit department or the branch offices monitor over-
drafts in light of the existing limits set. In addition, any inconsist-
encies in the payment behavior are reported to the Management 
Board and to the affected areas or divisions by means of corre-
sponding reports.

Risk measurement methods
Measurement of counterparty default risk is undertaken using the 
customary instruments as are outlined in the context of the risk 
identification described above and/or on the basis of the standards 
set by supervisory law.

Market price risks
İşbank AG defines market price risks as the potential losses that 
could arise from changes to the market parameters.

İşbank AG subdivided market price risk into the following sub-risks:
• Interest rate risk
• Exchange rate risk

For İşbank AG market price risk specifically takes the shape of 
 interest rate risk, namely the risk that arises through differences  
in fixed-interest periods and interest adjustment options between 
the asset positions and the liabilities.

(in EUR thousand on Dec. 31, 2016)   Utilisation   Limit

Counterparty default risk (CDR) 36,830  39,886

Expected loss from CDR 7,464 –

Unexpected loss from CDR 29,366 –

Total Assets and Business Volume in EUR thousand

Total Assets
Business Volume

1,015,605

1,054,991

917,124 1,017,905

947,069 1,069,297

1,206,231

1,263,599

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

1,400,070

1,461,147
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Managing and monitoring market price risks
Individual measures are taken to manage market price risk on the 
basis of the specific nature of the risk. The Management Board, the 
Risk Committee and the operating units are duty-bound to monitor 
market price risks, make certain risk limits are not exceeded and,  
if necessary to intervene. The Management Board decides on the 
basis of the analyses undertaken by the Audit section on what 
measures to use, e.g., taking up financing sources with congruent 
maturities or opting for swap transactions to hedge foreign ex-
change items. 

Market price risks are primarily monitored on a daily basis by 
 analyzing all open positions. 

Interest rate risk
As part of its reporting under supervisory law, at least once a quar-
ter İşbank AG calculates the interest rate risk analogously to the 
regulatory standard by applying the fallback method as per Circular 
11/2011 published by the German Federal Financial Supervisory 
Authority. 

Interest rate risk is mainly assessed on the back of an internal 
 forecast of market development by the specialist section in the 
bank, the treasury department. The basis is not only an internal 
 assessment based on experience, but the analysis of the 5-year 
 history of the 3-month Libor/Euribor rates and the resulting statis-
tical extrapolation forwards. The assessment computed in this way 
is forwarded to the Management Board and the Risk Management 
section every quarter.

As part of calculating the company’s risk-bearing capacity, interest 
rate risk is determined using an historical simulation based on the 
P&L and assuming absolute changes.

As at Dec. 31, 2016 interest rate risk ran at TEUR 552 and thus 
 within the limit of TEUR 1,800.

Risk identification instruments 
The tied-interest balance serves as an instrument to monitor  interest 
rate risk and on this basis, interest rate risk is calculated using his-
torical simulations and assuming absolute changes. 

Exchange rate risk
Risks arising from uncertainty as to future exchange rate trends  
are defined as foreign exchange or exchange rate risks. These are  
all the higher, the stronger the exchange-rate volatility in evidence 
and/or the further into the future the payment flows in a foreign 
currency. 

İşbank AG’s business policy hinges on strategically avoiding foreign 
exchange risk as a matter of principle. 

Compared to our overall exposure the portion of holdings in 
 Turkish Lira (TL) is negligibly small. Since İşbank AG on principle 
grants loans in either Euros or US dollars, the Turkish lira play a 
very minor role for İşbank AG.

Operational risks
İşbank AG defines operational risk as the danger of losses arising 
owing to human error, the inadequacy of internal processes and 
systems as well as outside events. 

Operational risk is made up of the following risk factors: 
• Business field risk/external factors
• Legal risks and ethical risk
• Business and process risk
• Information technology risk
• Risk of reliance on outside support

As at Dec. 31, 2016 operational risk ran at TEUR 102 and thus 
 within the limit of TEUR 300.

Risk identification, measurement  
and management tools for operational risks
Identifying and in particular measuring operational risk is compli-
cated owing to the diversity of risk factors. Each year İşbank AG 
evaluates existing operational risks by conducting self-assessments. 
This is a qualitative tool.

For risk management purposes, depending on the specific risk  factors 
İşbank AG relies among other things on the following instruments: 
• Insurance of risks
•  Controls and “four-eyes principle” for all key activities, current 

work guidelines
• Training of staff members
•  Emergency planning and contracts with service providers for 

emergencies
• HR planning

Operational risk is included in risk limits on the basis of the risk-
bearing capacity.

In addition, the Risk Management section maintains a loss database 
to measure operational risks (incurred). 

İşbank AG relies on the basic indicator approach as per CRR to 
measure operational risk as part of meeting CRR and computing 
the necessary capital adequacy level to cover operational risks. 

Managing and monitoring operational risks
Monitoring and managing operational risks is undertaken first in 
the context of the quarterly risk report. Second, all staff members  
of İşbank AG are involved in the monitoring and management to 
ensure timely identification of all operational risks that become 
 decisive as well as all risk factors that arise for the first time or  change, 
and to enable the right measures to be chosen. 

Liquidity risk
As regards liquidity risk, İşbank AG differentiates between liquidity 
risk in the narrow sense as the danger that the bank cannot meet its 
payment obligations, and refinancing risk as the danger that the 
bank cannot maintain the desired level of refinancing.

Risk identification, measurement and management tools 
for liquidity risk
The following instruments are available to the bank in this 
 connection:

Regulation and monitoring of the liquidity risk
•  Liquidity calculation as per LiqV, the German Decree on Liquidity 

(calculating and reporting key liquidity ratios on the basis of the 
items’ remaining terms to maturity and the Accounts section 
identifying key monitoring figures as per LiqV)

•  List in the “Liquidity Report” (compiled by the treasury depart-
ment). A Liquidity Report is regularly published on the maturity 
profiles of all receivables and liabilities and posted on the portal. 
Every quarter, the section compiles a liquidity emergency plan. 
On its basis the section then also conducts a stress test using three 
different scenarios and compares the results with those for the 
 prior quarter. The Money and Forex Trading section is responsible 
for the current liquidity situation and reports on significant in-
flows / outflows each week to the Assets / Liabilities Committee or 
at the Assets / Liabilities Management Committee and including 
the Risk Management, Credit, Financial Management, Retail and 
Commercial Clients and Corporate Banking sections.

•  Liquidity stress tests
•  Weekly ALMU and monthly ALCO Committee meetings  
• And the FTP price system.

İşbank AG manages and monitors liquidity risk on the basis of key 
liquidity figures, monitoring figures, the Liquidity Report and the 
open foreign-exchange items. Depending on how these figures de-
velop, specific measures are then initiated, among others including: 

• Early procurement of outside funds
• Procurement of funds through the parent company
•  Dissolution of deposits held with the German Bundesbank or the 

sale or lending of securities 
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Liquidity risk tolerance 
İşbank AG defines appropriate risk tolerances for liquidity risks and 
deploys suitable measures to ensure adherence to them. Here, the 
respectively maximum tolerable size of liquidity risk is set.

Liquidity risk tolerances include the following: 
• Liquidity reserve (liquidity cushion)
• Maturity bands 
• Definition of the survival period 

Liquidity reserve
To ensure solvency, in particular in the case of short-term liquidity 
bottlenecks, a liquidity reserve is maintained consisting of liquid and 
high-grade securities that in a stress case can be used to generated 
additional liquidity by means of repo transactions with the German 
Bundesbank.

Maturity band definitions
A key liquidity ratio is taken as the basis for guaranteeing solvency 
and optimizing payment flows for the refinancing structure. To this 
end, a traffic-light system based on key risk tolerance figures has 
been put in place that ensures the timely identification of risks and 
the corresponding initiation of countermeasures.

Liquidity minimum coverage range (“survival period”)
The liquidity minimum coverage range is the period of time over 
which İşbank AG is able to survive liquidity outflows without new 
inflows of liquidity. The liquidity minimum coverage range is calcu-
lated on the basis of the cash-flow statement updated on an ongoing 
basis by the treasury department.

Refinancing risk
Refinancing risk is generally understood to designate the risk that 
the bank cannot maintain the desired level of refinancing. 

Market liquidity risk
Market liquidity risk is indirectly covered in connection with risk 
management of İşbank AG liquidity risk.  

Business and earnings risk
Business and earnings risk is defined as the danger of results devi-
ating from the budgeted earnings (budgeting prior to risk). As at 
Dec. 31, 2016 business risk ran at TEUR 1,308 and thus within the 
limit of TEUR 6,000. 

Managing and monitoring business and earnings risk
Business and earnings risk is calculated on the basis of a time series 
of the annual, historical income trend. The maximum deviation 
from a long-term trend is defined using a regression analysis on the 
back of a specific probability: the so-called standard error. Then the 
result is multiplied with the corresponding z-value of the standard 
normal distribution (depends on the desired level of confidence). In 
this way, a value-at-risk is calculated for the horizon of one year 
with a confidence level of 97 % using a going-concern approach and 
a confidence level of 99.9 % for the liquidation approach. 
 
Reputational risk
We understand reputational risk to be the danger of events that 
 undermine confidence in İşbank AG in the public domain, or in the 
media, among staff members or customers or business partners. As 
at Dec. 31, 2016 reputational risk ran at TEUR 131 and thus within 
the limit of TEUR 600.

The operating business units and branch offices are directly respon-
sible as part of their business activities for reputational risks that 
arise from their respective operations. 

İşbank AG benefits from the name and network of its parent company, 
Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş., in particular as regards the boosted confi-
dence of those clients who are familiar with the bank from Turkey. 
Even today, for many customers it is important to know who is  
the stakeholder behind İşbank AG and what strong resources the 
Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. Group bundles. Moreover, down through 
the decades İşbank AG has established its own strong reputation. 

In addition to enjoying a good reputation within the Turkish popu-
lation in Europe, the İşbank AG risk strategy takes reputational 
risks into account by ensuring that all business partners are treated 
fairly and no transactions are made with dubious accounts. 

Concentration risk
Generally speaking, concentration risk can hit İşbank AG hardest 
as regards counterparty default risk. A concentration of counter-
party default risk arises if specific factors lead to the risk being con-
centrated and as a result portfolio diversification is limited. In line 
with our risk strategy, the loans portfolio is diversified in keeping 
with predefined limits for sectors/countries and size-class limits, 
such that we can largely avoid concentration occurring. İşbank AG 
mainly faces concentration risks as regards Turkey. This concentra-
tion risk is monitored in depth and consciously accepted as being 
innate in the business strategy.

Risk-bearing capacity and stress testing
Banks are obliged as per section 25a para. 1 KWG to put in place 
appropriate and effective procedures for calculating their risk- 
bearing capacity and ensuring this in the long term. İşbank AG’s 
risk-bearing capacity is primarily derived from the balance sheet 
and P&L. Risk-bearing capacity exists if all the key risk types are 
continually covered by the risk coverage potential. On this basis, 
limits are defined for the key risks. İşbank AG calculates risk- 
bearing capacity according to both the going-concern and gone-
concern methods to do justice to the requirements of section 4.1 
item 8 MaRisk. 

To meet the regulatory requirements as per CRR İşbank AG makes 
use of the KSA approach for loans business and the basic indicator 
approach for operational risks.

The going-concern approach used by İşbank AG fulfills the require-
ments of the circular published by the German Federal Financial 
Supervisory Authority on Dec. 7, 2011 on “Supervisory assessment 
of bank-internal capital adequacy concepts”. 

Risk-bearing capacity exists if total risk items are covered by the risk 
coverage potential. The relationship between total risk position and 
risk coverage assets as at 31 Dec. 2016 came to 77.6 % measured using 
the going-concern methodology. Risk were therefore tolerable.

After factoring in risk concentrations, as part of calculating risk-
bearing capacity İşbank AG regularly conducts stress tests on sub-
stantive risks from the viewpoint of the bank. Bearing the bank’s 
strategic focus in mind, it relies here on suitable historical and 
 hypothetical scenarios.

To make certain that the individual risk-specific stress scenarios  
are consistent with one another, on the basis of an overarching macro-
economic scenario an overall bank stress test was developed where 
the individual types of risk can be derived from the individual  
stress tests. 

After considering the bank’s strategic thrust, suitable historical  
and hypothetical scenarios are then taken into account. Assessing 
the risk materiality in a stress case is likewise done on the basis of 
utilizing the entire risk coverage potential. 

In line with the fourth Amendment to MaRisk Novelle, İşbank AG 
conducts inverse stress tests every half year. Here, the adequacy of 
the tests and the underlying assumptions are both assessed. In the 
event of substantive changes to the loans portfolio additional stress 
tests are then carried out. Here, the bank first defines qualitative 
scenarios and second examines other occurrences that could put the 
bank’s survival at risk. İşbank AG mainly faces concentration risks 
as regards Turkey. This concentration risk is monitored in depth 
and consciously accepted as being innate in the business strategy. 

(in EUR thousand)   Utilisation

Expected loss 7,464

Unexpected loss 29,366

Total Counterparty default risk 36,830

Interest rate risk 552

Operational risks 102

Business risk 1,308

Reputational risk 131

Overall risk position 38,922

Risk cover amount 50,181

Risk-bearing capacity (in %) 77.6 %
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D)  OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS  
OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

Macroeconomic situation
According to the World Bank’s latest global outlook the global eco-
nomy will pick up steam in 2017; the forecast is for growth of 2.7 
percent. The World Bank also warns against the negative impact of 
political uncertainty. US economic policy will exert a strong influ-
ence on the global economic trend, as more government spending 
in the USA could accelerate the global economic upturn. The Inter-
national Monetary Fund (IMF) forecasts US economic growth of 
2.3 percent. The developing countries and emerging markets contrib-
ute strongly to global economic growth. The World Bank suggests 
that in 2017 their economic output will increase by 4.2 percent,  
also because commodity prices are slowly rising. Moreover, it 
 predicts that the growth rate in the industrialized nations will rise 
to 1.8 percent. The IMF predicts 6.5 percent growth in China, 
 although the forecasts do not look so rosy for Mexico, India, and 
Brazil as the economic policy pursued by President Trump could 
impact negatively on them. 

While the global economy is expect to growth faster in 2017, the 
European economy will simply hold steady. The IMF predicts little 
change on the prior year in the Eurozone and growth of 1.6 percent. 
German growth is forecast to be 1.5 percent in 2017 and thus slightly 
lower. The reasons may be that the strong boost by private  consumer 
spending and government expenditure may ebb owing to rising 
 inflation and the far lower influx of refugees. Great Britain will by 
contrast first feel the brunt of the Brexit in 2018, with a rosy outlook 
and growth of about 1.5 percent in 2017. 

Following the constitutional referendum in April, political uncer-
tainty in Turky is expected to abate in the second half of 2017 and 
domestic demand to pick up moderately. The European Union fore-
casts economic growth in Turkey of 3.2 percent in 2017. Given  
the current political and economic situation, the tourist sector is 
expected to sag further in 2017 – it contributes no less than around 
13 percent of the country’s GDP. The Turkish government intends 
to conduct a more expansionary financial policy to spur economic 
growth and move public infrastructure projects forward. As part of 
the medium-term economic agenda for 2017 – 2019 it will be raising 
government spending in 2017 to support the weakening economy. 
The money will be injected primarily into public infrastructure pro-
jects and thus offset sluggish private-sector investments. 

The banking sector in Europe and specifically in Germany will be 
defined in 2017 by three key themes: the low-interest regime, regu-
latory requirements, and digitization; this will spell heavy-lifting for 
banks and will tie down resources. With the latest decision by the 
European Central Bank (ECB), the low interest policy looks  unlikely 
to change, meaning pressure on deposits business will persist. The 
low-interest regime means congoing challenges for banks, calling 
for a willingness to change and modify business models. 2017 will 
also see further branch offices close and a focus on new branch 
 office concepts. 

The latest political events in Turkey and the dampened mood with 
the EU have kindled uncertainty that may continue to predominate 
things in Turkey in 2017. The short, medium and long-term impact 
of this will need to be monitored and analysed. Measures will be in 
order to counteract the potential risks arising in this context. Given 
the low-interest regime, there are indeed market-related risks to 
İşbank as there are to other banks, calling for stronger market pene-
tration. 

İşbank AG performance
Financial 2017 at İşbank AG will be shaped by meeting regulatory 
requirements, handling the impact of low interest rates, investing in 
digitization and implementing the business model, while further 
optimizing it in detail. As part of this, the bank will face challenges 
progressing down the path to a better and more profitable  institution. 

İşbank AG will square up to the challenges of market conditions in 
2017, too, and prove its willingness to change by optimizing its 
business model en route to a more focused branch office model and 
new concepts for branch offices. This will require much discipline 
and effort by all involved, enabling the bank to emerge as a leaner, 
more efficient organization thanks to this ambitious modification 
strategy. At the same time, in 2017 İşbank AG will press ahead with 
digitization and make further investments in this regard.

Analogue to the bank’s client- and sales-driven development, and 
the related simultaneous maximum use of the potential to make 
 savings and efficiency in the various units, business 2017 will prob-
ably close slightly in profit. The focus will be on expanding business 
volume in both trade finance transactions and on enhancing profit-
ability in the retail and commercial banking. 

The liquidity budget guarantees liquidity throughout business 2017. 
Capital budgets also ensure a due capital reserve will be securely  
in place.

E) DEPENDENT COMPANIES REPORT
Our company received appropriate compensation in all trans-
actions made in keeping with the circumstances known to us at the 
respective point in time when the legal transactions were effected. 
No measures or other legal transactions with third parties  instigated 
by or in the interest of an associate company were taken during the 
period under review.  

F) MEMBERSHIP OF ASSOCIATIONS
The bank is a member of the Association of German Banks and  
of various regional banking associations. Moreover, it is a member 
of the Association of Foreign Banks in Germany. As a member of 
the Auditing Association of German Banks, it participates in the 
deposit guarantee fund for private banks. 

Frankfurt/Main, April 26, 2017

 

H. Cahit Çınar 
Chairman  
of the Management 
Board

Robert McCormack
Member  
of the Management 
Board

M. Behçet Vargönen
Member  
of the Management 
Board
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SERVICES  
AT A GLANCE

ACCOUNTS AND CARDS ACCOUNTS AND CARDS

INSURANCE TRADE FINANCE

SAVING AND INVESTING SAVING AND INVESTING

MORTGAGES MORTGAGES

PAYMENTS AND TRANSFERS PAYMENTS AND TRANSFERS

SERVICES SERVICES

LOANS LOANS

BALANCE SHEET  
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2016

Consumer Banking Corporate Banking
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Assets Liabilities

Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR Previous year in EUR

1. Liquid funds   

a) Cash 4,013,034.47 4,413,599.23

b)  Balances with central banks 
thereof with Deutsche Bundesbank: EUR 165,294,811.96 

(previous year: EUR 96,501,790.92) 174,362,446.74 104,260,399.52

 178,375,481.21 108,673,998.75

2. Receivables from banks   

a) Due at sight 16,992,527.23 55,017,601.36

b) Other receivables 240,446,793.62 236,475,997.40

 257,439,320.85 291,493,598.76

3. Receivables from customers   

thereof: secured by mortgages: EUR 80,812,384.69 
(previous year: EUR 151,298,098.00)

loans granted by local authorities: EUR 0.00 
(previous year: EUR 0.00)

813,855,430.32 698,034,457.39

4.  Debentures and other fixed interest securities   

a)  Money-market instruments 
aa) By other issuers 
thereof: eligible as collateral with Deutsche Bundesbank EUR 0.00 

(previous year: EUR 0.00) 

0.00 4,550,254.16

b)  Bonds and debt securities 
ba) By public issuers 
thereof: eligible as collateral with Deutsche Bundesbank 
 
bb) By other issuers 
thereof: eligible as collateral with Deutsche Bundesbank

EUR 0.00
(previous year: EUR 0.00)

 60,753,278.62
(previous year: EUR 25,990,298.48)

102,597.96

122,369,066.68

102,547.69

78,336,267.02

122,471,664.64 82,989,068.87

5. Shares and other non-fixed interest bearing securities 1,332,083.26 1,450,215.64

6. Intangible assets   

a) concessions, industrial property rights and similar rights 
purchased and licences for such rights and assets 17,173,611.70 868,351.24

b) prepayments made 0.00 11,966,209.70

17,173,611.70 12,834,560.94

7. Tangible fixed assets 2,993,640.12 3,148,163.63

8. Other assets 4,592,107.51 5,528,634.24

9. Prepaid and deferred assets 1,836,737.91 2,078,320.59

Total assets 1,400,070,077.52 1,206,231,018.82

Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR Previous year in EUR

1. Liabilities to banks   

a) Payable on demand 9,306,602.05 18,448,761.65

b)  With an agreed term or notice period 288,848,909.00 249,702,037.95

 298,155,511.05 268,150,799.60

2. Liabilities to customers   

a)  Saving deposits 
aa) With an agreed notice period of up to three months 
ab) With an agreed notice period of more than three months

28,494,626.18 
4,038,751.38

28,745,521.64 
4,243,696.71

b)  Other liabilities 
ba) Payable on demand 
bb) With an agreed term of notice period

237,616,144.89 
646,224,173.48

177,795,693.02 
548,303,610.30

 916,373,695.93 759,088,521.67

3. Other liabilities   14,776,458.89 2,939,019.24

4. Deferred expenses and accrued income 740,338.09 274,584.79

5. Accruals   

a) Tax accruals 516,633.95 1,135.21

b) Other accruals 3,876,501.04 1,212,984.29

4,393,134.99 1,214,119.50

6. Instruments of additional regulatory core capital 40,000,000.00 41,156,388.89

7. Equity   

a) Subscribed capital 120,000,000.00 120,000,000.00

b) Capital reserves 315,292.40 315,292.40

c)  Revenue reserves 
ca) Statutory reserves 
cb) Other revenue reserves

536,130.29
12,434,265.40

536,130.29
11,337,192.12

d) Net Loss (previous year: Net Retained Profit) -7,654,749.52 1,218,970.31

125,630,938.57 133,407,585.13

Total liabilities and equity 1,400,070,077.52 1,206,231,018.82

1. Contingent liabilities   

Contingent liabilities from guarantees and indemnity agreements 61,064,724.46 42,339,545.63

2. Other liabilities   

Irrevocable credit commitments 11,959.27 15,028,896.51

 61,076,683.73 57,368,442.14
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL  
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  
FOR FINANCIAL YEAR 2016

A) Preliminary Note

The annual financial statements of İşbank AG for financial year 2016 
were prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Handelsgesetz-
buch (HGB – German Commercial Code), the Verordnung über die 
Rechnungslegung der Kreditinstitute und Finanzdienstleistungs- 
Institute (RechKredV – German Accounting Directive for Banks) 
and the Gesetz betreffend die Aktiengesellschaften (AktG – German 
Stock Companies Act). Changes through the BilRUG (Accounting 
Directive Implementation Act) have been taken into consideration 
while heeding the regulations set out in RechKredV. 

B) Accounting Policies

Cash funds are carried at their principal amount.

Receivables are carried at their principal amount plus deferred 
 interest. Specific valuation allowances or provisions and global 
 valuation allowances are recognized for identifiable credit risks  
and transfer risks in the lending business.

Bonds and notes are classified as long-term investments. Total 
 holdings of EUR 122,472 thousand are valued at the lesser principle 
of the lower of cost and market. As of the balance sheet date hidden 
reserves of EUR 1,296 thousand and hidden burdens of EUR 894 
thousand existed. No extraordinary amortization or depreciation 
was charged, as the assumption is that the value impairment is not 
the result of the credit rating and therefore not of a permanent 
 nature. Fixed-income securities purchased at less than the par value 
are written back at the nominal value appropriate for the period, 
while fixed-income securities purchased above par are written off  
at the nominal value appropriate for the period.

Stock and other non fixed-income securities exist only in the form 
of shares in special investment assets, which are completely attri-
bute to fixed assets and whose investment objective is to achieve an 
appropriate long-term rate of return from equity growth and capital 
yield. These instruments are valued at the lower of cost and market.

Tangible assets and intangible assets with finite useful lives are 
 depreciated and amortized over their expected useful lives. Minor-

value goods costing up to EUR 150 are written off in full in the year 
acquired. Goods with a purchase cost of EUR 150–1,000 are capi-
talized and written back on a straight-line basis over five years.

Liabilities are carried at the amount to be paid plus deferred  interest. 
If the amount to be paid of a liability is higher than the issuing 
amount, the difference is recognized as a prepaid expense in accord-
ance with section 250 (3) HGB in conjunction with section 340e (2) 
sentence 3 HGB and reduced by annual amortization over the life of 
the liability. Deferred items are written back on a straight-line basis 
over the service life of the liability.    

Tax provisions and other provisions take all recognizable risks into 
account and were calculated to the amount required in accordance 
with Section 253, Para. 1 of the German Commercial Code (HGB) 
as deemed necessary based on prudent commercial judgement.

The subscribed capital of EUR 120 million was carried at its no-
tional amount. 

Contingent liabilities and irrevocable credit commitments are shown 
at their nominal value after deducting cash collateral and provisions 
included in the balance sheet.

Expenses and income were recognized in the period in which they 
arose. Account fees are recognised on a quarterly basis and per-
missible processing charges are recognised immediately upon con-
clusion of the transaction. 

Assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies were 
 translated into Euros in line with section 256a HGB together with 
section 340h HGB.

Income and expenses from foreign currency translation are reported 
under other operating income and expenses.  

The conversion results for transactions that were included in special 
coverage as per section 340h HGB are netted under other operating 
income or other operating expenses. 

Statement of Income

Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR Previous year in EUR

1. Interest income from   

a)  Loans and money market transactions minus  
negative interest on money market transactions

31,991,370.03
-301,043.60 31,690,326.43

29,182,369.69
-154,553.90

b)  Fixed-interest securities and debentures 3,307,504.15 2,578,747.73

 34,997,830.58 31,606,563.52

2. Interest Expense   9,432,525.67 10,679,386.56

25,565,304.91 20,927,176.96

3. Commission Income 11,981,265.94 10,344,544.91

4. Commission Expense 481,959.08 385,439.93

11,499,306.86 9,959,104.98

5.   Other operating income   751,460.39 9,106,373.76

6.  General administrative expense

a)   Personnel expenses 
aa) Wages and salaries (with accruals) 
ab)  Social security contributions, pensions and  

welfare expense 
thereof: pension expenses                      EUR 169,896.46 
                                      (Previous year: EUR 276,109.33)

19,766,304.29 

2,884,850.08

15,831,258.89 

2,668,375.93

22,651,154.37 18,499,634.82

b)  Other administrative expenses 16,611,751.41 13,303,466.49

39,262,905.78 31,803,101.31

7.  Write-downs and value adjustments on intangible 
and tangible fixed assets 2,253,598.80 1,561,763.13

8. Other operating expenses 2,487,076.16 67,093.52

9.  Write-downs and value adjustments on receivables 
and certain securities, as well as allocations to 
provisions in the lending business 5,804,343.87 7,027,679.22

10.  Income from reversals of write-downs of receivables  
and certain securities, as well as income from release  
of accruals relating to the lending business 2,493,027.44 1,675,308,15

3,311,316.43 5,352,371.07

11.  Depreciation and value adjustments on participations, 
shares in affiliated companies and securities held  
as fixed assets 118,132.38 359,272.45

12.  Income from participations, shares in  
affiliated companies and securities held  
as fixed assets 2,603,177.20 1,421,791.54

13.  Result from ordinary operations -7,013,780.20 2,270,845.76

14.  Taxes on income and earnings 162,961.13 955,675.53

15.  Other taxes, unless shown  
under item 8 478,008.19 32,043.59

640,969.32 987,719.12

16. Net Income for the year -7,654,749.52 1,283,126.64

17.  Allocations to the revenue reserves

a) To the statutory reserves 0.00 64,156.33

b)  To the reserve for shares in a controlling company  
or a company with a majority interest 0.00 0.00

c) To reserves provided for in the articles of association 0.00 0.00

d) To other revenue reserves 0.00 0.00

0.00 64,156.33

18. Net Loss (previous year: Net Retained Profit) -7,654,749.52 1,218,970.31
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C) Balance Sheet Disclosures

In accordance with section 11 Rech-KredV, the maturity structure 
includes ratable interest.

Investment shares in Türkisfund are marketable and listed (cost of 
acquisition: EUR 2,000 thousand) and were measured as of the 
 reporting date. As at the balance sheet date, a permanent value 
 impairment arises of EUR 118 thousand. This sum will be written 
back against earnings.

Receivables due from customers are secured by mortgage liens to  
an amount of EUR 80,812 thousand (previous year EUR 151,298 
thousand). 

Intangible assets mainly consist of capitalised assets for the intro-
duction of a new core banking system in 2016. 

Other assets totalling EUR 4,592 thousand (prior year: EUR 5,529 
thousand) are primarily made up of items of EUR 2,295 thousand 
for receivables from Tax Offices and Municipalities (Local Author-
ities) for reimbursement of trade, sales and corporation tax, of  
EUR 1.604 thousand for client orders not yet granted and of  
EUR 531 thousand for internal accounting balances for the main 
administration and branch offices (interim accounts). 

The item for prepaid expenses of EUR 1,837 thousand (prior year: 
EUR 2,078 thousand) consists of EUR 1,229 thousand in prepay-
ments relating to the rental contract for the head office. It also  includes 
EUR 267 thousand for premium payments, EUR 259 thousand for 
invoices settled in advance, EUR 46 thousand for advance  insur ance 
payments as well as payments with the amount of EUR 36 thousand 
for rents for the branch offices in Amsterdam and Paris.

The periodic approach (based on the income statement) was applied 
when measuring interest-rate-based transactions in the non- trading 
portfolio (BFA 3 valuation method issued by the Institute of Public 
Auditors in Germany) at the lower of cost or market. The results  
for the period from interest-rate-based transactions, which were 
calculated at present value by Financial Management, were offset  
by the administrative expenses for existing business, which were 

calculated based on the income statement for the past financial  
year, and by the risk expenses still anticipated until the transactions 
mature, based on the expected payment default. Provisions for 
 potential losses are not required in line with IDW RS BFA3.

Negative interest from money market transactions are entered  under 
interest income as a deduction from earnings.

Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR thousand Previous year in EUR thousand

Due from banks   

– Daily debt due          16,993   55,018

– Up to three months 55,105   94,170

– Three months to one year 185,342 141,215

– One to five years 0     1,091

– More than five years 0 0

Due from customers   

– Up to three months 61,394   102,360

– Three months to one year 150,406  207,428

– One to five years 350,805  214,841

– More than five years 58,412   67,212

– Undated 192,838  106,193

Bonds and notes held   

Money-market instruments
– issued by other issuers 0 4,550

Debentures (book values) 
– issued by public-sector issuers  

 
103

 
103

issued by other issuers  
– of which under repo agreements 
– Maturing in the following year

122,369
52,532

0      

78,336
36,199

4,550     

* All securities are marketable and listed.

*

*

*

*

Acquisi-
tion/manu- 

facturing 
costs
Status  
Jan. 1, 

2016
Addi-
tions

Dis-
posals Reclass.

Acquisi-
tion/manu- 

facturing 
costs
Status 

Dec. 31, 
2016

Cumu-
lative 

Depre-
ciation  
Status 
Jan. 1, 

2016

Cumu-
lative 

Depre-
ciation  
Status 

Dec. 31, 
2016

Additions
in the

business 
year

Dec. 31, 
2016

Write-
downs 
in the

business 
year

Dec. 31, 
2016

Book 
values
Status 

Dec. 31, 
2015

Book 
values
Status 

Dec. 31, 
2016

Intangible Assets

1. Software**** 10,568 5,954 12 11,966 28,476 9,700 11,303* 0 1,615* 868 17,174

2. Prepayments made 11,966 0 0 -11,966 0 0 0 0 0 11,966 0

22,534 5,954 12 0 28,476 9,700 11,303 0 1,615 12,835 17,174

Tangible assets

1.  Operating and  
business 
equipment 8,404 487 693 0 8,198 5,266 5,204* 0     639* 3,148 2,994

30,938 6,441 705 0 36,674 14,966 16,507 0 2,254 15,983 20,167

Securities*** 82,023 76,476 37,236 0 121,262 148 173 246 272 82,989  122,472

Shares *** 2,000 0 0 0 2,000 550 668 0 118 1,450 1,332

Total amount 114,961 82,917 37,941 0 159,936 15,664 17,348 246 2,643 100,422 143,971

Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR thousand Previous year in EUR thousand

Due to banks   

– Daily debt due           9,307           18,449

– Up to three months 188,834 224,012

– Three months to one year 35,614 5,059

– One to five years       64,401       20,632

– More than five years 0 0

Due to customers (saving deposits)  

– Up to three months 28,495 28,746

– Three months to one year 1,370 1,561

– One to five years 1,968 2,048

– More than five years 701 635

Due to customers (other dues)   

– Daily debt due         237,616         177,796

– Up to three months         242,030         195,085

– Three months to one year        291,247        246,732

– One to five years        107,962        104,433

– More than five years             4,985             2,053

Receivables from and liabilities to affiliated companies  
are included in the following items:    

Due from banks 
– thereof from the shareholder

1,416
1,080

35,505
834

Due from customers 1,708 0

Bonds and other fixed-interest securities 0 0

Due to banks 
– thereof to the shareholder

37,229
37,229

51,861
15,051

Due to customers 5,530 1,805

Instruments of additional regulatory core capital          40,000 41,156

*Cumulative depreciation includes disposals/value impairment totalling EUR 705 thousand. Additions/reclassifications in the business year contain write-downs totalling EUR 1,260 thousand for software and EUR 53 thousand for operating and business equipment.   
** Including deferred interest of EUR 1,383 thousand.  *** Debentures and other fixed-income securities; shares and other variable interest securities.  **** Concessions acquired for a fee, commercial property rights and similar rights and assets as well as  
licences to such rights and assets.

Statement of changes in fixed assets as of 31 December 2016 in EUR thousand

** 
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Liabilities to banks include EUR 54,000 thousand which is  
hedged as part of open-market transactions with the German 
 Bundesbank through securities deposited in the Bundesbank’s 
 custody account, and EUR 40,781 thousand due to pension trans-
actions. EUR 102,613 thousand relate to a syndicated loan taken up.

Other liabilities totalling EUR 14,776 thousand (prior year: EUR 
2,939 thousand) include liabilities from transactions with deriva-
tives with a view to foreign exchange rates of EUR 12,221 thousand, 
payments pending of EUR 1,617 thousand, liabilities due to the In-
land revenue for taxes still payable of EUR 383 thousand, returns 
from undeliverable transfers to Turkey of EUR 260 thousand, with-
holding tax and the solidarity surcharge still payable of EUR 125 
thousand as well as liabilities for salary settlements of EUR 125 
thousand and cheque payments still to be made of EUR 45 thousand.

The item for deferred income of EUR 740 thousand consists of the 
deferred payment of the upfront fee on syndicated loans acquired of 
EUR 707 thousand and commission revenue taken in advance of 
EUR 33 thousand.

As at 31 Dec., other provisions were formed of EUR 3,877 thousand. 
The item for other provisions mainly consists of provisions for 
 bonuses of EUR 1,866 thousand, outstanding invoices totalling 
EUR 681 thousand, provisions for holiday pay of EUR 417 thousand, 
provisions for auditing costs of EUR 281 thousand, other payment 
obligations of EUR 261 thousand, provisions for mandatory audits 
of EUR 121 thousand as well as archiving provisions of EUR  
103 thousand and provisions for guarantees of EUR 77 thousand.

The tax accruals of EUR 517 thousand are mainly made up of 
 pending turnover tax back payments of EUR 301 thousand, back 
payments for trade and corporation tax of EUR 120 thousand as 
well as interest of EUR 94 thousand resulting from the tax audit  
for the years 2010 – 12.

The share capital is EUR 120,000,000 and is divided into 12,000,000 
no-par-value bearer shares. There are no other types of share.  Equity 
can be broken down as follows:

The shareholder accounts for EUR 875 thousand of the guarantees 
and warranty agreements. 

Cash-backed surety bonds in the year under review came to  
EUR 9,035.

The irrevocable loan commitments totalled EUR 12 thousand  
in 2016.

Due to existing collateral, İşbank believes that the risk of contingent 
and other obligations being utilised is low.

D) Statement of Income Disclosures

The statement of income is prepared using the vertical format.

The loss in business 2016 of EUR 7,655 thousand is carried forward 
into the next financial year.

Income is broken down by locations as follows:

Interest income includes negative interest of EUR 301 thousand 
that results from the reserve balance at the German Bundesbank 
that exceeds the minimum reserve requirement for Isbank.

Other operating income totalling EUR 751 thousand (prior year: 
EUR 9,106 thousand) results mainly from income from foreign 
currency translation of EUR 491 thousand (prior year: EUR  
145 thousand) as well as from writing back other accruals of  
EUR 34 thousand.

Other operating expenses of EUR 2,487 thousand (prior year: EUR 
67 thousand) stems predominantly from expenses for the new core 
banking system of EUR 2,214 thousand, whereby this is an expense 
that is not eligible for capitalisation, the interest for pending tax 
back payments of EUR 94 thousand as well as foreign currency 
translation of EUR 52 thousand (prior year: EUR 1 thousand).

In the year under review, fees of EUR 216 thousand were invoiced 
for auditing services concerning the annual financial statements, 
EUR 48 thousand for miscellaneous services and EUR 35 thousand 
for other certification services.

Taxes on income and earnings of EUR 163 thousand were incurred 
during the financial year.

Allocation of the unappropriated profits for the year:
With the resolution by the Annual General Meeting of April 25, 
2016 a part of the net profit totaling EUR 122 thousand will be 
 disbursed to the shareholder as a dividend and the remaining  
sum of EUR 1,097 thousand allocated to the other revenue reserves.

E) Other Disclosures

Contingent convertible bond
On 29 December 2014, İşbank AG issued an unlimited, non- 
secured, subordinated contingent convertible bond (CoCo bond) 
for EUR 40,000 thousand in line with the conditions for contingent 
convertible bonds specified by the Association of German banks. 
The bond, which was securitised by a deed without interest  coupons, 
is in the name of the bearer, i.e. the bearer of this bond is the bearer 
of the deed for this bond. The sole bearer is currently the parent 
company.

The bond constitutes a non-secured, subordinated liability of 
İşbank AG.

The bond has a 5.75 % p.a. interest rate on its nominal amount, 
whereby the interest payment can be suspended. The interest pay-
ment as at 30 June 2017 will be suspended in line with the resolu-
tion of the Management Board. The interest payment date is 30 June 
every year. If the bond is written down and not written back up 

again, it will only pay interest on the correspondingly nominal 
amount. The bond is recognised in the balance sheet under the 
 extraordinary item “Instruments of additional regulatory core capi-
tal” and the ongoing servicing of this bond is reported in the  income 
statement under interest expenses due to its debt character.

Country-by-country reporting of İşbank AG under Section 26a 
of the German Banking Act (KWG) as of 31 December 2016
The details of country-by-country reporting from Article 89 of  
EU Directive 2013/36/EU and Section 26a KWG are explained in 
detail in our “Country-by-Country reporting as of 31 December 
2016”. After the annual financial statements have been adopted,  
the country-by-country reporting is published in the Federal 
 Gazette together with the annual financial statements and the 
 management report.  

Disclosure report
İşbank is subject to the disclosure requirements under Articles 431 et. 
seqq. of Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013. A corresponding disclosure 
report is published on the website of İşbank AG (www.isbank.de).

In foreign currencies:

Liabilities on guarantees and warranty agreements are broken down 
as follows: 

Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR thousand Previous year in EUR thousand

Subscribed capital 120,000 120,000

Capital reserves 315 315

Statutory reserves                 536 536

Revenue reserves  12,434 11,337

Revenue            -7,655 1,219

125,631 133,408

Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR thousand Previous year in EUR thousand

Assets   296,157 332,528

Liabilities        177,146 187,974

Dec. 31, 2016 in EUR thousand Previous year in EUR thousand

Letters of Credit  34,289 27,483

Warranties and guarantee agreements 26,776 14,857

61,065 42,340

Germany
in EUR thousand

Netherlands
in EUR thousand

France
in EUR thousand

Switzerland
in EUR thousand

Bulgaria
in EUR thousand

Total
in EUR thousand

Interest Income 32,016 1,978 689 189 126 34,998

Commission Income 10,101 483 595 748 54 11,981

Net Income for the year -6,527 548 -806 -606 -264 -7,655
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Due to the membership in the Deposit Guarantee Fund of the Fe-
deral Association of German Banks, we are under certain circum-
stances obliged to make additional payments. There is currently no 
additional funding requirement.

Employees 
The bank employed an average of 273 employees during the  financial 
year, of which

The income of the Management Board members came to EUR 903 
thousand in the past financial year (previous year: EUR 595 
thousand). No provisions have been recognized by İşbank AG for 
the pensions of the Management Board members as no pension 
 benefits have been granted. In the year under review, an overdraft 
credit in the amount of EUR 8 thousand (interest rate of 6.0% p.a.) 
and an instalment credit in the amount of EUR 18 thousand (in-
terest rate of 5.25 %) was granted to a Management Board member.

The members of the Supervisory Board were paid expense allow-
ances during the financial year in accordance with section 285 no. 
9a HGB amounting to EUR 162 thousand (previous year: EUR 162 
thousand). As at the balance sheet date, there an account balance 
was held for a member of the Supervisory Board of EUR 1 thousand 
(interest rate: 6.0 % p.a.).

To collateralise loan approvals in USD and SFr, as at year-end 
the bank carried nine foreign exchange swaps on its books 
 (nominal value: EUR 206,732 thousand). As at 31 Dec. these 
 foreign exchange swaps resulted in a negative contribution of 
EUR 12,221 thousand.

The following table outlines the nominal amounts of the foreign 
currency swaps which were entered into to cover foreign  currency 
risks from the customer business:

Disclosure report

İşbank is subject to the disclosure requirements under Articles 431 et. 
seqq. of Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013. A corresponding disclosure 
report is published on the website of İşbank AG (www.isbank.de)

Other financial obligations: Other financial obligations can be 
 itemised as follows:

MANAGEMENT BOARD SUPERVISORY BOARD

Executive Bodies

Group Relationships
İşbank AG, Frankfurt am Main, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş., Büyükdere Cad. Pembegül Sok, 34330,   Le- 
vent – Istanbul, Turkey. The parent company Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. 
prepares consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2016, 
which are also available from the parent company. 

Auditor’s Report
We have audited the annual financial statements – comprising the 
balance sheet, the income statement and the notes to the annual 
 financial statements – together with the bookkeeping system and 
the management report of İşbank AG, Frankfurt am Main, for the 
financial year from January 1 to December 31, 2016. The mainte-
nance of the books and records and the preparation of the annual 
financial statements and management report in accordance with 
German commercial law are the responsibility of the Company’s 
management board. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on 
the annual financial statements, together with the bookkeeping sys-
tem, and the management report based on our audit. We conducted 
our audit of the annual financial statements in accordance with 
 section 317 of the Handelsgesetzbuch (HGB – German Commercial 
Code) and the generally accepted German standards for the audit 
of financial statements promulgated by the Institut der Wirtschafts-
prüfer (IDW). Those standards require that we plan and perform 
the audit such that misstatements materially affecting the presenta-
tion of the net assets, financial position and results of operations in the 
annual financial statements in accordance with German principles 
of proper accounting and in the management report are detected 
with reasonable assurance. Knowledge of the business activities and 

the economic and legal environment of the Company and eva lu-
ations of possible misstatements are taken into account in the 
 determination of audit procedures. The effectiveness of the internal 
control system and the evidence supporting the disclosures in the 
books and records, the annual financial statements and the manage-
ment report are examined primarily on a test basis within the 
frame work of the audit. The audit includes assessing the accounting 
principles used and significant estimates made by the management 
board, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the annual 
financial statements and management report. We believe that our 
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Our audit has not led to any reservations.
In our opinion, based on the findings of our audit, the annual 
 financial statements comply with the legal requirements and give a 
true and fair view of the net assets, financial position and results of 
operations of the Company in accordance with German generally 
accepted accounting principles of proper accounting. The manage-
ment report is consistent with the annual financial statements,  
complies with legal requirements, as a whole provides a suitable 
 understanding of the Company’s  position and suitably presents the 
opportunities and risks of future development.

Frankfurt/Main, May 15, 2017

KPMG AG
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Garz, Auditor     Neuser, Auditor 

Special assets

Book value 
Dec. 31, 2016

in EUR

Market value 
Dec. 31, 2016

in EUR

Difference 
Market/

book value
Distribution

2016

Daily
refunds

possible
Omitted 

Write-downs

Türkisfund Equities Classe A 1,332,083.26 1,332,083.26 0,00 0,00 Yes No

2017 
in EUR thousand

2018 – 2019 
in EUR thousand

from 2020 
in EUR thousand

Total 
in EUR thousand

Rental agreements 2,949 4,737 14,553 22,239

Leases 680 987 667 2,334

Other agreements 386 509 144 1,039

2016 Previous Year

Prokuristen (authorized signatories) 8 11

Salaried employees 265 248

273 259

Remaining term to maturity up to 1 year  

Nominal (EUR thousand)  206,732

Market value (EUR thousand) -12,221

HASAN CAHIT ÇINAR 
Frankfurt/Main,  
CEO (since 16.05.2016)

ROBERT MCCORMACK
Frankfurt/Main,
Member of the Management Board  

M. BEHÇET VARGÖNEN
Frankfurt/Main,
Member of the Management Board
(since 01.01.2016) 

NEVZAT BURAK SEYREK 
Frankfurt/Main,
CEO (until 15.05.2016)

ADNAN BALI
İstanbul/Turkey, Chairman,  
Chief Executive Officer at   
Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. 

YALÇIN SEZEN
İstanbul/Turkey, Deputy Chief 
Executive at Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. 

SUAT INCE  
İstanbul/Turkey, Vice Chairman,  
Deputy Chief Executive at Türkiye 
İş Bankası A.Ş. (until 15.05.2016)
 
ÖMER KARAKUŞ
İstanbul/Turkey, Divisional Director 
at Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş.  
(until 21.04.2016)

ILHAMI KOÇ
İstanbul/Turkey, Vice Chairman, 
Deputy Chief Executive at  
Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş.

YILMAZ ERTÜRK
İstanbul/Turkey, Deputy Chief 
Executive at Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş.  

CAN YÜCEL
İstanbul/Turkey,  Divisional  
Director at Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş.  
(since 22.04.2016)

YAVUZ ERGIN
İstanbul/Turkey, Advisor at  
Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş.

HAKAN ARAN
İstanbul/Turkey, Deputy Chief 
Executive at Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş.  

NEVZAT BURAK SEYREK
İstanbul/Turkey, Deputy Chief 
Executive at Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. 
(since 16.05.2016) 

MURAT BILGIÇ
İstanbul/Turkey, Divisional Director  
at Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş.  
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MANAGEMENT TEAM AT HEAD OFFICE

M. SANEM TEOMAN
Director:
Corporate Banking & FI

ALTAN TERZIOĞLU 
Unit Manager:
Credit Department/Intensive Super-
vision, Restructuring, NPL

MIKAIL KOCABAŞ 
Unit Manager:
Financial Management

BARIŞ HARMAN
Unit Manager:
IT

FÜSUN EKMEKÇIOĞLU
Assistant Manager:
Human Resources Department

MÜGE YAZGAN
Director:
Corporate Governance

ÖZGÜR ÖZYAR
Director:
IT

ÜMIT YAMAN 
Unit Manager:
Retail and Commercial Banking

UZAY ERSIN 
Unit Manager:
Corporate Operations

ZEYNEP AKŞAY MURR 
Unit Manager:
Financial Institutions

ALI ATALAY
Unit Manager:
Treasury

A. AHMET GÜRER
Unit Manager:
Credit Department/ 
Corporates and FI

BÜLENT BOZDAĞ
Unit Manager:
Credit Department/ 
Retail and Commercial

AYŞE DOĞAN
Unit Manager:
Legal Department

DENIZ FILIS 
Head of
Internal Audit
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Tel. +90 / 212 / 316 00 00
Fax +90 / 212 / 316 09 00
www.isbank.com.tr

1,351 Branches in Turkey
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Fax +90 / 212 / 316 08 2

İŞBANK AG
Head Office
Zeil 123
60313 Frankfurt am Main
Tel. +49 / 69 / 299 01-0
Fax +49 / 69 / 28 75 87

TURKISH REPUBLIC  
OF NORTHERN CYPRUS
CENTRAL OFFICE
Girne Cad. No: 9
Lefkoşa
Tel. +90 / 3 92 / 228 31 33
Fax + 90 / 3 92 / 228 08 02

16 Branches in Cyprus

UNITED KINGDOM
Princes Court
8, Princes Street
London EC2R 8 HL
Tel. +44 / 207 / 606 71 51
Fax +44 / 207 / 726 25 66

Edmonton Green Shopping Centre
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London N9 0AL
Tel. +44 / 207 / 397 14 40
Fax +44 / 207 / 887 06 36

EGYPT
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2005 C Cornish El Nil
North Tower, 27th Floor
Cairo
Tel. + 20 / 22 461 98 13
Fax + 20 / 22 461 98 10

BAHRAIN
Al Jasrah Tower, 8th Floor
Diplomatic Area
Pbx: 10205 Manama
Tel. +973 / 17 549 222
Fax +973 / 17 549 218

IRAQ
Gulan Street
UB Plaza, Bakhtiary
48640 Erbil
Tel. +964 / 75 155 03 10
Fax +964 / 75 316 03 77

District 301, Street 4, Building 7
Waziriya-Baghdad
Tel. +964 / 75 101 016 96

CHINA
4407 Jin Mao Tower
88 Century Boulevard
200121 Pudong New Area
Shanghai
Tel. +86 / 2150 / 47 08 82
Fax +86 / 2150 / 47 08 85

KOSOVA
UCK Street No: 159
10000 Pristina 
Tel. +381 / 38 245 24 
Fax: +381 / 38 224 54
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